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This Report analyses the engagement 
in sustainability 

at Mercato Metropolitano (MM).

The key focuses are commitment to 
transparency and improvement, 

willingness to make an impact and 
communication to stakeholders.

Defined as ‘another future’ the MM 
movement revolves around 

individuals: small-scale farmers, local 
producers and members of the local 
community, providing an experience 

that goes beyond eating: raising 
awareness about sustainability, 

environmental, economic and social 
aspects of the community.
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Andrea Rasca Founder and ‘Chief Executive 
Dreamer’ of Mercato Metropolitano

“I was envisioning a new way of approaching 
food retail, as I was not satisfied with the 
consistent push to convince people that “che-
ap” is good, and that brands are more impor-
tant than ingredients… We lack a sustainable 
format of organised food retail, which could 
enable the small producers, the artisans and 
the farmers, to sell their products without 
being bullied by the giant retailers. So, my 
dream was to offer our visitors a real, natural, 
healthy and very tasty experience. MM is a 
place for an ongoing dialogue between people, 
farmers, chefs, retailers and artists.

Understanding the complexity of a food sy-
stem within a city is the key to successfully 
create a sustainable food industry. A circular 
system that recycles and reuses energy and 
resources is required, with a balanced focus 
on the social, environmental and financial 
dimensions of business. The MM model is a 
means of stimulating sustainable systems in 
challenging and declining city environments, 
across the diverse segments of the communi-
ty.
In order to scale the movement, we need to 
develop a measurable sustainable business 
model and working with Dr Paolo Taticchi 
and his team at Imperial College London has 
allowed us to do this. Their study and analysis 
has provided us with a framework to measure 
our financial, social and environmental per-
formance across the business. Here, we pre-
sent some of the findings.
This first report highlights the positive im-
pacts MM has made in its first year of opera-
tions and helps us in setting clear goals for 
‘another future’”.
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Dr Eng Paolo Taticchi
Director Global Online MBA and 
  Weekend MBA
Director Global Initiatives, Principal Teaching   
  Fellow in Management and Sustainability
Sustainability is one of the key issues of today 
society as confirmed by increasing attention 
of governments, media, academics and indu-
stry. 

In the context of sustainable development, 
businesses that are often referred as part of 
the problem, can be part of the solution. As a 
consequence of that, policy makers, industry 
leaders, society and academics with different 
backgrounds are today dealing with sustai-
nability trying to understand how this affects 
traditional way of doing business, and, as well, 
how traditional businesses are affected by 
sustainability. 

In this context, innovative business models 
such as the one of Mercato Metropolitano of-
fer great potential for innovation. 

In this research, performed by Alessandro 
Moro (Imperial College Business School, MSc 
Management, Class 2017) under my supervi-
sion, we developed an innovative framework 
to measure the economic and social impact 
created by MM. The key findings of this re-
search are presented in this Sustainability 
Report, which is the first one published by the 
firm.

Sustainability reporting is critical for two 
reasons:
1. You can’t manage what you can’t measure;
2. Transparency is a key goal of any sustai-

nable business.

This first Sustainability Report represents an 
important achievement for Mercato Metro-
politano. In fact, MM shows great elements of 
sustainability and this is a critical for a busi-
ness who aspires to go globally.



Approx. 5000 sqm
of urban space

Elephant & Castle

regenerated in the
London area of 

MM has created
150 jobs 
across the site

This includes Traders, Hospitality and
Warehouse staff, Security staff and 

the Management team

Average of

active visitors visit MM 
each month to eat, 
buy, learn about 
and share food 

70,000 108

connecting with 
the diverse

demographics 
across the local

and wider community

in year one
held at MM
events

5,000

People
engaged

free
events

37
36

hours

TARGET

26
Children
& Adults

Partners
& vendors

MM hosted 
the first 

WE Sustain 
event in 2017 
dedicated to 

Sustainability

15.09.17

60%
60% of the surveyed
active visitors
recognise MM is
environmentally

friendly

of the active visitors
indentify MM as a
place that serves
HEALTHY FOOD

63% 8 %
of the vending traders recognize

MM had a positive impact 
on their business 

40% of the traders 
say local active 

visitors acknowledge 
that MM is what E&C 
has been looking 

for in years

90% 
of the traders would 
be willing to attend 

workshops and 
seminars on 

sustainability as 
it has a direct impact 

on their business 
and customers

Green start-ups 
connected to MM 

such as 
Article Number 25 
say they wouldn’t 

have been able 
to test their ideas 
with freedom to 

experiment
without mm

1 2 3 4 5

6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13
HIGH RATINGS

ON FOODIE
PLATFORMS

4.4/5

4.5/5 9.2/10

4.4/5 4.7

MM hosted the first ‘WE Sustain’ event in 2017, classes, workshops, talks and screening, dedicated to sustainability. 
The event engaged with over 5,000 people and delivered 37 free events across 36 hours for children and adults in 
conjunction with 26 partners and ‘organisations’
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Sustainability 
nowadays is a business 

mainstream. 
While at first glance this might represent a 
step forward to a more responsible way of 
doing business, the widespread misunder-
standing about what sustainable business 
means not only can hinder effective practi-
ces, but also cause harm to the active visitor. 
Being sustainable is not just about minimi-
sing the impact on the environment, but also 
about concentrating efforts in the well-being 
of active visitors, employees, and other sta-
keholders, while developing local communi-
ties and protecting ‘micro sources’ of value 
such as craftmanship against the eroding 
effect of global macroeconomic trends.

MM represents an effort within the agri-food 
business to steward value creation at a local 
level, provide visibility to products that mass 
brands have rendered invisible, and most im-
portantly nurture the health and the knowle-
dge of consumers through ‘food for thought’ 
and sociable home-like eating habits.
The concept of sustainability itself must be 
stewarded against the diffusion of greenwa-
shed products and promises. Therefore, it is 
necessary to establish rigorous metrics of 
performance. Hence, this research aimed to 
analyse the performance of MM by quanti-
fying, as much as possible, what the company 
has achieved so far and where it has to go to 
insure the long-term protection and creation 
of value for its stakeholders.
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The aim of the report is to provide insights on the first year of MM 
Elephant & Castle in terms of business sustainability performance. 
The study draws on the combination of a range of data sources, from 
on-site interviews, online and offline surveys, daily sales spreadsheets, 
to social media.

100 active visitors and all traders surveyed to obtain 
quantitative results.

In-person interviews with traders and management at MM 
to gain insights into their experience and opinions on the 

annual performance.

Development of an innovative framework for the measurement 
of sustainability performance (triple bottom-line approach), em-

phasising the social impact of MM on its core stakeholders: 
Management team, Active visitors, and Traders.

The results provide an overview of the sustainability performance 
of MM both as a company and as a community of stakeholders.

The methodology and analysis used enabled the identification of 
underlying correlations in the array of activities within the 

business, identifying key performance indicators (KPIs) for the 
management of future measurements and objectives.

1

2

3

4

5

Results of this first analysis 
show that MM generates shared 

value for its stakeholders.
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07 Basics

Society is currently facing a pressing challenge to find a solu-
tion to nutritiously feed the growing population, while re-
specting the environment. Shifting rural-urban inhabitants, 
industrialisation of developed and developing countries and 
globalisation have contributed to a disconnect between farm 
and fork. There is an urgent need to reconnect the producer 
and the consumer – society needs to invest in this relation-
ship and rediscover the value of food.
There is limited access of small producers to national and 
international markets and scarce customer education on 
the value of natural, sustainable products, compared with 
low-price, easy-to-prepare, unhealthy “junk foods”.
MM offers a platform for emerging and established produ-
cers and artisans within a sustainable food community. The 
multi-generational space is centred around healthy, freshly 
made food and brings people into contact with food, nutrition 
and the environment in a way that allows them to engage 
with issues naturally. It demonstrates food security as a 
cross-cutting issue which concerns people of all ages, sex and 
social status.
Food is put at the very centre of MM’s action, and is intended 
as a tool for the promotion of sustainable human and econo-
mic development.

FOOD QUALITY FIRST  
Nutritional excellence transcends boundaries and 
demographics.  
We aim to attract and support social entrepreneurs 
who are developing viable and sustainable models 
which guarantee quality, traceability and ethical 
production methods to create nutritious and nouri-
shing food.

PROMOTE CRAFTSMANSHIP
Accuracy, passion and mastery drive our business 
philosophy and form the basis of our approach to 
creating value and sustainability.

URBAN RENEWAL
We bring our ideas and communities to urban areas 
in need of regeneration and investment, working 
with local government and strategic partners preci-
sely where tired and neglected metropolitan areas 
need it most, thereby stimulating private invest-
ments

FARM-TO-MOUTH SUSTAINABILITY
A selection of ethical and sustainable operators 
across the whole value chain, the use of recycled 
materials, no-frills layouts and zero-waste food labs 
are tangible aspects of our commitment to sustaina-
bility.

SHORT VALUE CHAIN
Smart technology, education and alignment of in-
terest can help develop shorter food supply chains. 
Our aim is to optimise the value of food across all 
tiers by tapping mainly into local growers and retai-
lers.

ENGAGEMENT
We aim to create cohesive social and local business 
ecosystems, by providing unique experiences in 
terms of food, entertainment and social engage-
ment.

CONSISTENCY
We firmly believe that clear information on food 
ingredients and provenance is crucial to building 
customer welfare and loyalty.

GLOCAL OUTLOOK
While striving for international expansion, we aim 
to adapt our global knowledge and network to local 
communities.

SHARED VALUES
We believe that our values and approach can contri-
bute to positive social changes. 
We endeavour to provide all our active visitors and 
stakeholders meaningful returns in social, econo-
mic and environmental terms.
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08 1 Year in brief

Regeneration & Inauguration
Putting food quality first we have built a community market of 
35 food traders, an Italian delicatessen, a cinema space, gym, 
community kitchen, onsite brewery and urban gardens. 

Bringing an average of 70,000 active visitors to MM each mon-
th the market continues to grow, with a waiting list of around 
100 traders and revenue up 100% on December 2016.
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08 1 Year in brief
Spotlight: two incubation projects at MM
MM directly supports two urban agritech projects; providing 
support for their businesses during the initial launch phase, in 
the form of free space, electricity, know-how and a communica-
tion platform. This has allowed the two businesses to trial their 
systems, experiment with new technology, refine their offer and 
find a customer base.

Article Number 25
works with local communities 

and businesses to properly 
integrate farming in cities. 
Their current mushroom 

farming initiative is trialling 
growing mushrooms out of 

leftover coffee waste at MM.

• Two part-time jobs created
• Weekly production of 5kg, 

which equates to £2,600 
of mushrooms grown an-
nually from waste coffee 

grounds
• Some mushrooms remain 

in the loop at MM for 
cookery classes and for 

the fresh pasta producer, 
meaning zero food miles

• Mushrooms go to a local 
delicatessen 2.5km from 
MM, and to a community 
events company, focussed 
on sustainable production 

and consumption
• Thanks to the MM incu-

bation project, Article 
Number 25 have secured 

a second space and invest-
ment interest with Lam-
beth Council. This second 
site will be commercially 

viable.

Uprooted Farms
runs a vertical farm at MM 
to grow the freshest, clea-

nest, most delicious greens 
that London chefs can buy. 

They grow using hydroponic 
growing systems, in a closed 
loop environment using 80% 
less water than traditional 

farming methods and no 
pesticides.

• Two part-time jobs created
• • £11,700 of salad and 

herbs grown hydroponi-
cally at MM

• • Zero food miles - esti-
mated saving of 36,000-

40,000 food miles are 
based on an approximate 

average delivery from 
Spain – UK supplier of sa-

lad and herbs
• • The business plan is to 

scale up inside the exi-
sting plant paradise, al-
lowing Uprooted to grow 

their sustainable business
• • Long term the project 

aims to locate a second 
site which will enable 

them to keep up with de-
mand.viable.
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08 1 Year in brief
WE Sustain
Our first sustainable weekend (WE Sustain 2017) embodied all 
of our values. Focusing on engagement, we reached 5,000 
people across a weekend of events; creating new partnerships 
with local community people and organisations and demonstra-
ting the rich culture and resources within the local area.

In partnership with charities 
Feedback and Sustain, MM 

hosted London’s biggest Disco 
Soup – making soup from 

would-be-wasted vegetables, 
gleened from local farms. The 

event fed 1,000 active visi-
tors across the afternoon and 

evening. Thanks to our nei-
ghbours, Ministry of Sound, 
the music-fuelled vegetable 
mash-up combined cooking, 
disco and awareness of food 

waste all under one big glitter 
ball - together with free se-

minars, workshops, cookery 
classes and film screenings 
dedicated to sustainability.

MM delivered 37 free events 
across 36 hours for children 

and adults in conjunction 
with 26 partners and organi-

sations. £11.5K value of even-
ts delivered to 609 registered 

attendees.

“The market was spread into a number of areas, including 
“feast preparation and chopping”, a crafts centre and a 
“feast kitchen”. The vegetables were boiled in a number of 
soup pans, each up to 250 litres, and stirred with a giant 
wooden spoon…
The disco soup concept started five years ago in Berlin as a 
“protest soup” against food waste, and fed 8,000 
people. It has since become an international phenomenon.” 
(Guardian, 15/09/17)
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08 1 Year in brief
Closing the Loop
Working with key partners MM focuses on creating a circular 
economy based business, which sources sustainably, keeps re-
sources in use for as long as possible, maximises their value and 
recycles or reuses materials at the end of their life.

Organisations who can advise, 
support and educate us inclu-
ding WRAP, Feedback, Effect 

and the SRA

We believe and support Feedback’s 
view that surplus food should be 
used as originally intended i.e. it 

should either feed people, animals 
or the soil (through compost and 

manure). All three levels of the food 
system – humans, animals and soils 
must be fed/replenished to create a 

sustainable future.

Manufacturers and distribu-
tors who produce packaging 

and supplies including Vegwa-
re, Cornware and Enviropack

We believe that things put back in 
the ground should be as natural as 
possible – our takeaway packaging 

and non-consumables are plant 
based and sourced from sustainable 

suppliers.

Service providers who collect, 
recycle and redistribute va-

luable waste including Simply 
Waste, Paper Round and Olio

We believe in reusing – Olio collects 
left over edible food and distribu-
tes it via it’s platform to the local 

community. Our food waste goes to 
waste recycling experts at Agrivert, 
and is either anaerobically digested 

and turned into green energy or 
composted into nutrient rich fertili-

ser for local farmland.

Our stakeholders who operate, 
deliver and communicate 

sustainable practices at MM 
including traders, the MM 

management team and active 
visitors

We believe that education and trai-
ning is key and can teach us best 

practice which we can communicate 
to stakeholders in the MM environ-

ment.
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08 1 Year in brief
German Kraft Brewery:
A circular economy business model
German Kraft provides the market with locally brewed fresh 
beer of unique quality and taste. Combining traditional beer 
brewing methods and recipes with sustainable technology pro-
duction and consumption is designed as a circular system. The 
innovative water technology allows for the reuse of water, 
treatment of waste water and energy recuperation.

Water is the basis of all life. German Kraft creates the purest drinking water as part of 
their process to brew beer. Surplus production of water will be sold at MM from 2018 
in reusable glass containers, avoiding  single-use plastic bottles at a low price point 

with a small contribution to the charity Aquiva Foundation.
Good water should always be affordable and not hurt the environment.

The benefits:
• Unfiltered, unpasteurized beer with zero preservatives

•  Innovative water distillation and mineralization technology allows for 
consistency and great flavour

• Producing drinking water to serve the market active visitors
• Switching to recycled glass water bottles = 20,448 plastic water bottles 

saved per year
• Providing water for the pizzeria to use in their dough

• Recycling warm waste water (43C) from the brewing to heat the gym showers
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08 1 Year in brief
Sustainability Beyond Food
Fashion Revolution believe in a fashion industry that values 
people, the environment, creativity and profit in equal measure. 
Like MM they believe that their values and approach can con-
tribute to positive social and environmental change.

MM joined forces with Fashion Revolution and Greenpeace for 
Make Something Week, an initiative designed to encourage 
everyone to buy less and make more.

DiscoMAKE was designed as a place to experience and watch things being made and 
have clothes repaired in a playful, creative environment. The event brought together 

makers, designers and influencers mending, sharing, swapping, transforming, 
repairing and creating.

1,000 Disco Makers came to MM to get involved with Make Something Week learn 
about the impact of the fashion industry, eat, drink, make and socialise.

“Producing over 100 billion garments of 
clothing each year, but with up to 40% of 

them remaining unworn, discarded and unlo-
ved, the fashion industry also suffers from 

unsustainable global waste issues as 
a consequence.”
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09 Framework
As MM takes on the challenge of sustainability as a core business 

principle, we designed a framework to interconnect this effort 
with the firm’s financial performance.

THE FRAMEWORK

1

INPUT

2

Operations

3

BUSINESS OUTPUT

5

IMPACT

4
BUSINESS OUTCOME

The framework takes into account each core stakeholder; the Management 
Team, the Traders, and the Active visitors, allowing us to determine KPIs 

relevant to each stakeholder group.

Input - financial, environmental, and human capital resources introdu-
ced in the business to generate value, including formal training, educa-

tion, CapEx, facilities, and services.

Operations –all the activities employed to run the business on a monthly 
basis, including energy and water consumption, number of full-time em-
ployees, IT infrastructure, support, hospitality, and quality assurance.

Business Output – immediate or short-term results of the input which 
can be referred to as an absolute performance indicator, including profi-

tability, social media performance, and food quality ratings online.

Business Outcome - the rate of change in the value of the outputs, 
on a yearly basis, as parameters to measure sustainable growth. 

Examples are: growth of social media presence, number of performing 
traders and growth of other revenue making activites.

Impact - set of social, governance, and environmental effects of the acti-
vity of the business on its stakeholders. Performance indicators for im-
pact include engagement, gender ratio, well-being, the local community, 

and total urban renewal (in square meters).

1

2

3

4

5
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10 Business & Social Impact

A

13-17   18-24   25-34     35-44   45-54     55-64       65+

0,0647%
5%

29%

18%

8%
3% 2%

0,0614%
4%

9%
14%

4%
1% 0,949%

65%WOMEN

34%MEN
Data Source: FACEBOOK

Customer Demographics
On-site interviews and social media data hightlights the avera-
ge profile of MM visitors

• Between 25-44 years old
• A greater percentage of female active visitors: 65% vs. 34%

Peak visits occur at the weekend and data shows that MM is 
representing a new, trendy place to get together and a reason 
for local active visitors to stay and thrive within the area of 
Elephant & Castle.

Facebook “check in” data shows that a large majority of MM 
active visitors have a work locally.

The market attracts all kinds of people, singles and couples 
in equal percentage across the week, especially on Friday and 
Saturday, and a larger number of families reached on Sunday.

Further, there is a high number of interviewed active visitors 
who came to MM for the first time, describing the place as ‘re-
laxing’, ‘pretty cool’, ‘trendy’, or even a place to hang out with 
their Tinder date.

International
Customer Base

UK 48.72%
Other 
17.95%

EU 33.33%

Here we present certain insights into the sustainability of 
the business, focussing on active visitors and traders.
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10 Business & Social Impact

B
Stakeholder Engagement: results 
from Surveys and Interviews
MM is a community of many stakeholders, including active visitors, 
traders, and management team.
• Between 15-34 years old

50%

5.26
%

B.1 Active visitors - What do you like the most 
50% of the active visitors pointed at quality of food as the 
factor they like the most about their experience at MM.

44.74% of active visitors surveyed believe the best aspect of 
MM is the atmosphere (including facility, environment, ser-
vice, and music), which has led to describe MM as ‘’as the 
only real market in London’’.

63% believe food at MM is healthy, whilst 16% of them still 
believe it is somewhat unhealthy, explaining that the wide 
availability of alcohol encourages consumption of the sub-
stance.

• 60% of the active visitors believe MM is environ-
mentally friendly in terms of food packaging and 
service, yet many of them complained about the 
quantity of plastic (straws, cups) used in the mar-
ket.

• Most active visitors noticed that MM does not ser-
ve mass branded products (e.g. Coca-Cola), with 
only 11% of them bothered by this approach.

Somewhat
disagree

16%

Neither agree
nor disagree

22%

Strongly
agree
22%

Somewhat
agree
41%

Active visitors - To what extent do you think food at MM is healthy?

Active visitors - 
How often do you come to MM?

Data Source: Customer Survey

First time
47.37%

Once a month
23.68

once a week
18.42

daily
5.26%

2-3 times a 
week 5.26%

Data Source: Customer Survey
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10 Business & Social Impact
B.2 Traders

Most of the Traders are EU nationals, while a minor part is 
from the UK and other international regions.

UK 12%Other  12%

EU 76%

What we learnt from our traders:
80% of traders believes MM had a positive impact on their 
business in economic terms.

75% of traders claimed MM represents the business oppor-
tunity they were looking for to either test their value propo-
sition or to start a new venture.

82% welcome positively the ide a of following MM in new 
openings across and outside London, while active visitors 
are thrilled at the idea of a scaled version of MM. 

A majority of traders are satisfied with the entrepreneurial 
experience MM has offered them, with some of them also 
aware of the efforts MM is putting in urban renewal, reco-
gnising that MM is having ‘a massive impact’ on the commu-
nity

Most traders proved well engaged in the community of the 
market

Traders would like more involvement from the MM mana-
gement in event planning and projects to better understand 
the company’s long-term vision

60% of traders feel the relationship between MM and the 
community of traders is quite contractual

90% of traders would be willing to 
attend workshops on sustainability 
in agri-food.

Stronger relationships and communication between 
management and traders could result in improved 
social, environmental and economic impacts for all.
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11 Shared Value

MM has managed to demonstrate that promoting sustai-
nability in agri-food is more than just serving quality food, 
instead it is about passing onto active visitors the history 
behind agri-food products and creating shared value.
To some extent, active visitors perceived the efforts MM 
put into providing a renewed experience of commensality 
and healthy products, in a regenerated urban area.
On the other hand, traders proved engaged in the market 
community and accounted for a positive result in terms of 
business impact. As a company at start-up stage, MM faced 
and overcame challenges from IT infrastructures to facility 
renewal, which potentially hindered the focus on gover-
nance policies and practice.
Efforts must be put in place to create awareness among tra-
ders about the value of sustainability in agri-food and pro-
vide them with formal education on best practices when 
required. More has to be achieved on the environmental 
side of the business both in terms of waste management 
and recyclability.
The analysis identified a series of indicators to be monito-
red in the years ahead which would enable MM to measure 
effectively its environmental, social, and economic impact.
A letter from the Local Council shows that initiatives 
brought about by MM, from workshops for children and 
cooking classes to entrepreneurial incubator projects, had 
a positive impact on the community.
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12 Based on what we learnt 
we commit to…

The study has allowed us to create an internal system to effectively 
measure our sustainable business model in relation to key stakehol-
ders; MM management team, traders and active visitors. By reviewing 
our activities across year one we have learnt that we have an opportu-
nity to:

Increase operational support in terms of sustainable purchasing, 
recycling, waste management and IT infrastructure

Increase training and development opportunities for traders around 
sustainable practices

Improve awareness and communication among traders to improve 
knowledge and operations at MM

Increase the percentage of high performing traders

Increase customer awareness of health and environmental focuses at 
MM

Reducing facility complaints

Improve food ratings

Measure key sustainability events

Collect feedback from stakeholders, online & offline.

Over the next 12 months we commit to trigger 
improvement initiatives based on what we learnt 
from this research. This will allow us to have a 
greater impact in the future in terms of social, 
organization and environmental effects of all 
business activity at MM, on our stakeholders.

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
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This meanwhile operation 
has been a real benefit to 
the Elephant and Castle 
regeneration area. The 
quality and the variety of 
the offer has brought visi-
tors to the area from the 
whole of
London… The team have 
gone the extra mile to con-
nect with the local com-
munity who love relaxing 
in the halls, community 
kitchen and event spaces 
with their families...
 
...the site has had a posi-
tive effect in local percep-
tions about the regenera-

tion of the site, through 
demonstrating the poten-
tial that new activity can 
bring. Commercial initia-
tives such as Mercato Me-
tropolitano, which have a 
strong focus on communi-
ty inclusion and commu-
nity building, are the kind 
of initiatives that make a 
positive impact on the way 
local authorities, strategic 
developers and planners 
perceive planning appli-
cations for residential-led 
and mixed use schemes 
that includes similar com-
munity focused busines-
ses.’ “

“
quotes

Programme Manager, 
Southwark Council
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This report provides an overview of 
Mercato Metropolitano’s approach to 

community engagement in 
Elephant and Castle. 

It outlines MM’s ethos in terms of 
working with the community, provides 

a summary of the free community events 
delivered during the last 12 months and 

the opportunity costs associated with 
these events.
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Andrea Rasca Founder and ‘Chief Executive 
Dreamer’ of Mercato Metropolitano
“One of the core philosophies underpinning 
Mercato Metropolitano is urban renewal and 
community development. We bring our ideas 
and communities to urban areas in need of rege-
neration and investment, working with the local 
government and strategic partners where tired 
and neglected metropolitan areas need it most, 
therefore contributing to the revival of the local 
economy. 

MM is a community market which has welcomed 
over 60,000 people per month over the last 12 
months, to an environment where people can 
eat, drink, socialise, join a cookery class, watch a 
film at the cinema, attend a boxing class or find 
over night accommodation at the micro hostel. 

MM’s approach has been to engage with many 
different parts of the local community including 
Southwark Council, housing associations, chari-
ties and social enterprises, schools, universities, 
community groups, local businesses and busi-
ness forums. MM promotes community cohe-
sion; we act as an inclusive hub for all cultural 
and social groups to support collaboration at a 
neighbourhood level.

Via our internal community of partners, traders 
and employees, MM supports small entrepre-
neurs, who employ approximately 150 people 
across the market. We also invest in the profes-
sional development of our MM team via training 
and career progression programmes. 
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MM has given an abandoned space back to the community in Elephant and Castle, 
driven significant footfall to this forgotten area (over 60,000 per month) and 
stimulated the local economy.

MM provides a space where visitors can eat, drink, socialise with friends and family, 
go to the cinema, join a boxing or cookery class, get access to free community space 
and find overnight accommodation. 

MM supports start up businesses and removes barriers to entry in new markets. 
Over 50 small businesses have benefitted from MM’s flexible approach to partner-
ship:

Backyard Cinema
(annual footfall - 60,000. Employees- 3 full time, 30 contractors) 

Epic Hostels
(Sept - Dec 18- 315 guests, Employees- 1 full time, 2 part time)

MM has delivered 140 cookery classes to over 2200 people. Of these, 50 have been 
free cookery classes reaching 616 people, including 539 children. Each class focuses 
on specific skills in a fun, engaging environment.

MM educates and inspires the community to engage with sustainable, local pro-
duction and consumption of food.

MM has demonstrated multi stakeholder engagement and is actively working with 
a diverse section of the community including the local council, community groups, 
schools, universities, charities, social enterprises and businesses.

MM has developed productive partnerships with over 30 organisations.
(Please see Appendix One).

MM provides free-of-charge space for members of the local community to hold mee-
tings and run events. Notable events to date have included an over 60’s dance class, 
an art exhibition from University of the Arts (UAL) students and children’s music 
concerts.

MM provides employment and training opportunities to local people and has, so far, 
hosted 6 university internships.

If you read only this page....
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04 Introduction
Vicki Exall, Community Manager 

Our community programme is central to MM’s ethos and the delivery of 
our offering. Since opening in July 2016, MM has been building its commu-
nity engagement programme, tailored to the Elephant and Castle and wider 
Southwark community.

MM works closely with the local community, schools, universities, chari-
ties, social enterprises, businesses and local government, using the market 
as a vehicle to support regeneration of communities. Our programme 
serves to educate about food, healthy eating and urban farming initiatives.

What does “community” mean 
to Mercato Metropolitano?

Supporting regeneration of are-
as, helping community initiati-
ves to thrive.

Giving back an abandoned spa-
ce to the community, activating 
disused assets.

Increasing access to fresh, nutri-
tious food for local populations, 
therefore trying to reduce health 
inequalities related to poor diet.

Engaging with different sectors 
within the community, including 
educational institutions, com-
munity groups and social enter-
prises/ charities, particularly 
those that support marginalised 
groups.

Providing a fully inclusive en-
vironment, where members of 
the local community are able to 
access MM, via numerous entry 
points, including employment/
training opportunities (especial-
ly for young people); and access 
to new experiences or skills via 
the cookery school / community 
gardening programme.

Providing free space for circular 
economy concepts and studies 
(such as vertical farming, hy-
droponic/ aquaponic concepts, 
mushroom farming using organic 
compost etc)

Encouraging children to join free 
cookery classes in order to learn 
new skills and develop a passion 
for preparing nutritious/ healthy, 
nutritious food.

Providing free of charge space 
for community entertainment, 
such as music evenings and 
other performing art initiatives.

Researching, designing and 
implementing programmes that 
helps break down cultural 
barriers.

Supporting our own communi-
ty of traders/ small businesses/ 
charities to set up and develop 
their businesses.

This report is focussed on showcasing the programmes delivered during 2017, MM’s 
first full year of operation in Elephant and Castle. In many cases, investment in the 
community programme has been prioritised over revenue generating opportunities; 
therefore this report also seeks to define the opportunity costs (i.e. cost of social acti-
vities created) associated with some parts of the programme.
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Delivery of Community 
Programme

MM’s definition of “community” embraces both the external community
that we serve and our own internal community of partners, traders and employees.

- Internal Community Programme -

Support of start-up
of businesses
MM supports start up businesses and re-
moves barriers to entry in new markets. 
MM has supported the creation of over 
50 small businesses, via our flexible bu-
siness model including: 
A. Food and beverages partners
B. Leisure facilities partners including:

Backyard Cinema (annual footfall- 
60,000. Employees- 3 full time, 30 
contractors) 
Epic Hostels (Sept- Dec 18- 315 
guests, Employees- 1 full time, 2 part 
time)

Employment 
opportunities
MM activates jobs, makes them acces-
sible to local people and pays above the 
minimum wage (£8p.h), with an aspira-
tion to move towards the London Living 
Wage. MM employs, directly or indirect-
ly, 30 people including management, 
operations, security, hospitality and 
cleaning staff.

MM supports the professional develop-
ment of its staff via advanced training 
programmes in first aid, fire and securi-
ty. To date our investment in these pro-
grammes alone has been £5000

Community Cookery School
The Community Cookery School, delivers a programme of food and nutrition-based 
classes, and is the hub of the market. The school operates both as a revenue-ge-
nerating model and a free community programme. In total 140 classes have been 
delivered to over 2200 people. As a part of this programme, MM has delivered 50 
free cookery classes reaching 616 people, including 539 children since our launch. 
MM covers the cost of the use of the cookery school, a chef and ingredients for the 
classes. 

Some of the organisations/ schools that have benefitted include:

Charlotte Sharman Primary School
Southwark Carers
JusPlay
Friars Playscheme

Boutchers Primary School
Surrey Docks Farm
Syrian Forum in Britain
Kings College Foodies Association

MM’s topportunity cost of  the cookery programme is £30,000

- External Community Programme -
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As a part of our objective to support and 
encourage community cohesion, MM has run 
cookery-based initiatives with the Syrian 

Forum in Britain, where we offered a genuine 
cultural exchange opportunity between 

Syrian refugees and the local population.

Delivery of Community 
Programme continued

The programme is designed to engender 
greater understanding of the plight of 
refugees and breakdown barriers and 

stereotypes. We provided free use of the 
Cookery School, covered the cost of all in-
gredients and donated the full class ticket 
price. MM’s total opportunity cost for each 

class is £ 1100.
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Delivery of Community 
Programme continued

The Community Gardening programme
provided local adults and children with the opportunity to 
grow fruit, vegetables and herbs in a fun, sociable environ-
ment. We work with local community gardening programmes 
to recruit enthusiastic amateur gardeners to help with the 
programme. The produce grown in the garden was harvested 
and used either as part of classes in the cookery school or by 
the vendors. Leftovers have been donated to local charities.

In February 2018, MM launched a community hop growing 
initiative in our garden. The hops grown will be used to pro-
duce fresh beer in our new sustainable brewery; therefore 
further demonstrating how MM supports circular economy 
projects. This project will also serve to help promote and sup-
port gardening initiatives in Elephant and Castle and will be 
delivered in conjunction with a local community gardening 
project.
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Delivery of Community 
Programme  continued

Availability of space for Community events
MM provides free-of-charge space for members of the local community to hold meetings 
and run events. Some events that have been run in Elephant & Castle include an over 
60’s dance class, an art exhibition for University of Arts (UAL) students and children’s 
music concerts. For example, the DEA music school, which provides low cost music les-
sons to low income families in Southwark, have held a number of music concerts at MM, 
where visitors to the market were treated to music from an incredibly talented group of 
4-12 year old children. MM and Backyard Cinema provided free event space for three 
concerts, with a total opportunity cost of c. £7,500

University Internships
MM offers professional development opportunities for young people and has provided 
six university students with internship programmes in the areas of event planning and 
management, business operations, sustainable business practices and business manage-
ment. 
MM invests in, and supports their staff, to provide valuable internships.

Community focussed initiatives
Mercato Metropolitano celebrated its first Birthday with the launch of our first Sustai-
nable Weekend event. We hosted a Disco Soup in partnership with charities Feedback 
and Sustain - this music-fuelled vegetable mash-up combined cooking, disco and aware-
ness of food waste all under one big glitter ball - together with free seminars, workshops, 
cookery classes and film screenings, all dedicated to sustainability. One of the key aims 
of the event was to engage the local community in the sustainability discussion via fun, 
engaging events for example, the Food Cycle Smoothie Bike.

We hosted 37 events in 36 hours that saw 609 people signing up to free events across 
the weekend. The events included:

Cinema Screenings

Yoga classes

Cookery workshops

Tastings

Gardening workshops

Seminars

MM’s opportunity cost in running the classes for this community-focussed event was 
approximately £11,500

1
2
3
4
5
6

Community Manager
MM employs a dedicated Community Manager, who is entirely focussed on the delivery 
of the internal and external community programmes.
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06 One Year in Brief 
Examples of successful community partnerships

To date, Mercato Metropolitano has developed over 30 
partnerships with local organisations, with have 

resulted in numerous projects, some examples of which 
are outlined below:

Southwark Council 
Regeneration Team 

MM supports community projects 
and initiatives developed by the 

Regeneration Team.

Local Schools
MM works with a number of local 

primary and secondary 
schools. 

We provide free use of the cookery 
school, ingredients and a chef for the 
Food and Nutrition part of curricu-
lum. Our classes often cover sustai-
nable, local food production topics, 
using produce from our mushroom 

and hydroponics farms. We have 
delivered classes as part of the Year 

10/11 GCSE programme. 
The Kitchen is also available for free 

hire for extra curricular cookery 
clubs run by local schools.

Local Universities
MM engage with both our neighbou-

ring universities, London South Bank 
University and University of the Arts, 
and offer part time jobs for students 

that pay over the minimum wage and 
the free use of space on our site to 

host course based shows and 
exhibitions. 

Community Southwark
MM works with Community 

Southwark, which is the umbrella 
body for the voluntary and communi-
ty sector, volunteers and social action 
in Southwark. Community Southwark 

signpost MM to organisations in the 
community who would benefit from 

our cookery/ gardening programmes.
 

JusPlay 
JusPlay provides play-based oppor-
tunities in the community. Since the 
opening of our cookery school in Fe-

bruary 2017, JusPlay has run weekly 
cookery classes for local children. The 
aims of the classes are to provide chil-
dren with a different skill each week, 
for example, chopping skills, wok ba-
sed cooking etc. The children are also 

given the opportunity to sell what 
they have made to customers in the 
market, giving them invaluable com-
mercial experience, including produ-
cing advertising material, handling 
money and talking with customers. 

 
Good Grief Trust

MM is supporting the launch of the 
Good Grief Trust (GGT), the only 

bereavement charity in the UK de-
dicated to understanding grief as a 

creative and active process. MM will 
be providing free cookery class to 

bereaved people as part of GGT’s sup-
port services and also participating 
in the launch of the Good Grief Café 

initiative
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06 One Year in Brief 
Examples of successful community partnerships
continued

Community gardening hop 
growing with Lamlash 

Gardens 
MM are working in conjunction 

with Lamlash Gardens to create a 
community gardening programme. 
Lamlash Gardens, part of the Castle 
Project, are creating a dynamic new 
neighbourhood hub in the Elephant, 
including two landscaped gardens, a 
new community building and café.

Cookery classes run by 
refugees.

As a part of our objective to support 
and encourage community cohesion, 
MM have run cookery-based initiati-

ves with the Syrian Forum in Bri-
tain, where we offered a genuine cul-
tural exchange opportunity between 
Syrian refugees and the local popu-
lation. The programme is designed 
to engender greater understanding 
of the plight of refugees and break-

down barriers and stereotypes.

Elephant and Castle 
Meanwhile Operators Group
MM are a part of a forum of commu-
nity voices supporting the arts and 

cultural development in the commu-
nity through initiatives that aim to 

maximise social value.
Peabody

MM engage with the Tenant Resi-
dent Associations (TRA’s) in Ele-

phant and Castle and jointly support 
community projects.

 
Internships 

MM have provided internships to 
six University students, who have 
gained experience in a number of 
different parts of our business in-
cluding event planning and mana-

gement, new site planning, analysis 
and marketing.  

 
Over 60’s chair dancing

MM hosted an over 60’s chair dan-
ce show. The group performed to 
an MM audience and were able to 
demonstrate what they had been 
learning in their weekly classes, 
which are run by a local charity 
supporting older members of the 

community. 

Community nights
MM regularly host community ni-

ghts, inviting different groups from 
the local community to join us for an 
aperitivo to discus local community 

issues and projects . 
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06 One Year in Brief 
Examples of successful community partnerships
continued

Elephant and Castle Food 
Assembly 

MM launched the Elephant and 
Castle Food Assembly in Septem-
ber 2017. The Food Assembly is a 
network of communities buying 

fresh food directly from local produ-
cers and farmers. By avoiding waste 

and shortening the supply chain, 
our Food Assembly brings local 

people closer to producers.

TwoFiftyOne
This local property developer spon-

sored the building of the MM Co-
okery School and supports the on 

going programme.

Ministry of Sound
We deliver joint marketing ini-
tiatives to drive footfall to both 

businesses.

Surrey Docks Farm
MM works with Surrey Docks Farm 
to deliver a programme of cookery 

classes to children who attend their 
Young Farmer’s weekend clubs. The 

children pick produce they have 
grown on the farm, hop on the bus to 
MM and prepare dishes using these 
produce, under the guidance of one 

of our chef’s.
 

Sustain 
This alliance for better food and 

farming advocates food and agri-
culture policies and practices that 
enhance the health and welfare of 
people and animals. MM was a key 
partner for Sustain’s Urban Food 

Fortnight 8-24th September, 2017 
which enables us to raise the profile 
of local, sustainable food production 

in the community.
 

Sustainable Restaurant 
Association 

The SRA is a not-for-profit that cre-
ated a unique framework to simplify 
the complexity of sustainability for 
the industry. MM is working on a 
blueprint for sustainability in the 

Street Food Market arena with SRA. 
Our community of food vendors will 

be given access to the findings of 
this study, helping them to make 

their business more sustainable and 
save money on food waste. 

Kings College Foodies
Association 

We provide free use of the cookery 
school to this group of passionate 

foodies from Kings College, London. 
The group enjoy exploring diffe-

rent cuisines around the world. The 
group uses the cookery school to 

run different themed classes 
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07 Testimonials

Surrey Docks Farm

Having free use of the community kitchen at Mercato Metropolitano and the time of 
their professional chefs means the children from Surrey Docks Farm’s youth clubs 
can learn how to turn the produce they grow into nutritional meals whilst learning 

valuable culinary skills. The Farm does not currently have a kitchen space large 
enough to accommodate all the children, so being able to use a fully functional, large 
and well-equipped kitchen is of great importance. Learning food preparation, health 
and safety and meal making from the chefs culminates in the young people gaining 

AQA unit awards to recognize their learning and achievements. They come away 
with a renewed sense of pride and accomplishment, having bridged the gap between 

food growing in their allotment beds to a delicious meal on their plates.

Lucy Tarver-Jones, Surrey Docks Farm

“

”

Southwark Council

In terms of future redevelopment, the site has had a positive effect in local percep-
tions about the regeneration of the site, through demonstrating the potential that 

new activity can bring. Commercial initiatives such as Mercato Metropolitano, which 
have a strong focus on community inclusion and community building, are the kind of 
initiatives that make a positive impact on the way local authorities, strategic develo-
pers and planners perceive planning applications for residential-led and mixed use 

schemes that includes similar community-focused businesses.

Overall the project has been a massive success so far. The project has driven a huge 
amount of new footfall to the area and helped Londoners re-discover an exciting area 

of change. The team have gone the extra mile to connect with the local community 
who love relaxing in the halls, community kitchen and event spaces with their fami-
lies. Local entrepreneurs have set up food stalls on site and local people have found 
work, including a notable case study of a local homeless chap. The site is secure and 

offers a whole range of activities from feasting to cooking, cinema and boxing! We 
would recommend this operator to other potential sites in London, our only reserva-

tion is that we will no longer be the only Mercato in London!

Dan Taylor, Programme Manager, Regeneration Team, Southwark Council.

“

”
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08 Mercato Metropolitano 
commits to…

Develop a framework that helps us understand the impact on the commu-
nity that we are having

Ascertain if our vendors and customers have clear visibility of the work 
we are doing in the community and it’s impact

Collect feedback from our community partners so we can measure suc-
cess of the programmes we have delivered

Develop deeper relationships with existing community partners to extend 
the current programmes

Continue to work to expand the programme to harder to reach, more iso-
lated members of the community

Mercato Metropolitano are working in conjunction with Imperial College 
London to develop a framework to track and measure the community/so-
cial impact of MM in 2018greater impact in the

1

2
3

4

5

6

8
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Some of the organisations MM worked with in 2017 include:

• Article 25

• Boutcher School

• Charlotte Harman School

• Community Southwark

• DEA Music School

• Feedback

• Food Assembly

• Friars Playscheme

• Good Grief Trust

• Imperial College

• JusPlay

• Kings College London

• Lamlash Gardens

• London Southbank University

• Ministry of Sound

• Peabody

• Redbridge Council

• Rootlabs

• Southwark Carers

• Southwark Council

• Surrey Docks Farm

• Sustain

• Sustainable Restaurant Associatiom

• Syrian Forum in Britain

• University of the Arts London

• SCM-251

A P P E N D I X  0



Projects 2017 Numbers Value

Community Cookery School - delivery of 
classes to encourage healthy eating, im-
prove kitchen skills, improve confidence 
in the kitchen and to reconnect with food

"140 cookery classes to over 2200 people 
50 free classes to 616 people, including 539 
children

£150.000

Community Gardening programme 50+ attendees

Employment opportunities - MM pays 
above the minimum wage moving towards 
London Living Wage

150 newly created jobs £720,000 (operational 
cost)

Support of start up businesses 50+ businesses 

Professional Development of employees 30+ courses attended £10,000+

Supporting refugee chefs  - revenue and 
ingredients donated, free use of kitchen

50 attendees £20.000

Community events - donation of space, 
including the cinema 

4 events £10,000+

University Internships 6 internships 

WE Sustain, including Disco Soup 37 events/ 609 people signed up to events 
across 36 hours

£50.000

Uprooted - hydroponics £1000pm £12000pa

Article Number 25 - mushroom farm £1250pm £15000pa

Epic Hostel - accomodation £1250pm £15000pa

Values in Numbers
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AIMS
To develop a robust, healthy community

To build and promote a sustainable environment
To cultivate a vibrant and strong economy 

OUTCOMES
Community

Growth and development of community engagement
Promotion and access to healthy, affordable food choices

Education around healthy, sustainable diets to generate more informed 
food choices

Sustainable Environment 
Focus on sourcing and supply chains in order to measure and improve
Improve and increase food production processes that promote positive 

impact on the environment
Reduction of waste and increase of recycling and reusing initiatives 

Increase food growing projects and spaces

Strong economy
Support for local businesses, organisations and government 

Engagement with local community projects that enhance the local eco-
nomy

HOW
Policy: sustainable policies for staff & traders

Procurement: MM & trader sourcing & traceability
Education: classes & workshops 

Events: celebrations & networking 
Communication: story telling & engagement

Sustainability Initiatives



Sourcing and 
traceability in 
conjunction with 
the Sustainable 
Restaurant 
Association, WRAP 

Local and seasonal food
Animal welfare
Fairtrade
Sustainable fish
Environmentally friendly food
Healthier food
Food hygiene & safety
Waste & recycling

Sustain guidelines 
and resources

Water
Join Sustainable Fish Cities
In-house bakery to serve the market traders & local community – reducing 
bread waste and improving our environmental impact
Build trader sustainability scorecard & report on sourcing

Food waste Circular economy focus – mushroom farm, hydroponic and aeroponic farms 
Joined forces with Too Good To Go – food waste start up providing a pla-
tform to help traders sell surplus food at the end of the day – 15% (and 
increasing) of food traders are members 
Waste grain from the brewing process recycled – anaerobically digested and 
converted into fertiliser by Bio Collectors
WRAP event on June 1st to highlight food waste as part of the Small Change 
Big Difference Campaign – make small, achievable changes that will make a 
big difference to their attitude to food, their pockets and the planet
Compost project being explored with Veolia to provide fertiliser for the mar-
ket and to educate customers in recycling of food waste
Move to work with Paper Round as the market waste supplier to recycle all 
of our waste as locally as possible

Plastic We are aiming for no single-use plastic across the market and have so far 
removed all plastic straws and plastic water bottles, MM offers only water 
on glass
Joined Earth Day 2018 in their mission to End Plastic Pollution. Reduce, 
Reuse and Recycle are our aims as a market
Focus on bulk buy retail concept with reusable and returnable options for 
customers such as wine, oil, water and non-consumable products

Water We are working with Belu to promote ethical mineral water where possible, 
as an environmental focused company Belu donate all profits to WaterAid
We have joined the London Refill Campaign to fight plastic waste by offering 
tap water refills points across the market, providing access for all to drin-
king water – 15% of traders currently signed up to the Refill Campaign
In 2018 we aim to move to zero miles water onsite by using the brewery 
system to mineralise and bottle water in reusable glass bottles which will 
be distributed around the market and available to take home on a deposit 
scheme

Energy Generator has been removed from site
New trader Jim & Tonic will operate a distillery system using waste steam 
from the brewing process
Hydro and aeroponic systems by Rootlabs 
Research project on the environmental impact of food transport operations 
in Southwark, funded by the UK Energy Research Center (UKERC)
Bulk buy retail concept > environmental impacts will include reduced pla-
stic, reduced carbon footprint and increased closed loop economy within the 
market

Pop-up traders We launched a pop-up trading space in April 2018 to allow potential new 
traders who have the opportunity to trial their concepts and ideas at the 
market short-term. Support is provided in the form of an economically 
viable space, electricity, know-how and a communication platform. 
We currently have a growing calendar of 12 traders joining the market for 
between two and four weeks

* TEXT IN ITALIC = coming up in 2018/being worked on
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What does community mean to MM?

• Supporting regeneration of areas
• Giving back an abandoned space to the 

community
• Increasing access to fresh, nutritious food for 

the local population
• Providing a fully inclusive environment, where 

everyone is able to access MM.
• Providing employment and training 

opportunities
• Access to new experiences or skills
• Acting as an incubator for sustainable start ups
• Providing space for community focussed events
• MM is a part of the Southwark Food Poverty     

Alliance and will be
• contributing to the Council’s “Holiday Hunger” 

campaign, which works to eradicate hunger in 
children during the school holidays.

Community Initiatives



Summary of the programme for 2018

MM delivered 49 free cookery classes reaching 581 people, 
including 505 children in 2016/ 2017. 

In the 1st quarter of 2018, 330 children attended classes in the 
Community Kitchen. Our aim is for 800 children to attend a class 

during 2018

In February 2018, MM launched a hop growing project in the 
garden. The hops grown will be used to produce fresh beer in our su-

stainable brewery; therefore further demonstrating how MM 
supports circular economy projects. This project will also serve to 
help promote and support gardening initiatives in Elephant and 

Castle and will be delivered in conjunction with a local community 
gardening project.

 
Farmbus- Using an upcycled double decker bus, this project serves 
to link the community with food growing, whilst showcasing newer 
growing technologies. The bus is growing strawberries, tomatoes, 

herbs and salad and is also a  plant shop.  Seed planting workshops 
are also delivered from the bus.

Community give back scheme- Linking our internal community with 
our external community via a series of free programmes delivered 

by our traders for the benefit of the local community

Female Food Founder- supporting a local female food entrepreneur 
to turn their foodie idea into a thriving business. The competition 
is being run in conjunction with Peabody (£1000 capital start up 
costs) and Hatch (package of mentoring) and will include use of a 

shack at MM for a minimum of 3 months

Supporting key public health initiatives, for example, MM are 
partnering with the NHS and LSBU to deliver a series of classes for 

pre diabetic people in Southwark

MM is working with a leading mental health charity in the borough 
to create a series of activities which will support programmes run 

by this organisation

Working with AgeUK and other day centres in Southwark, MM pro-
vides free lunches for older people in the community to try and 

alleviate loneliness and social isolation

Refugee Council- MM are partnering with the Refugee Council to 
support the training of refugee women in basic food standards 

qualifications

MM is a part of the Southwark Food Poverty Alliance and will be 
contributing to the Council’s “Holiday Hunger” campaign, which 
works to eradicate hunger in children during the school holidays
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